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ABSTRACT. Every group is the automorphism group of a rank-3 extension of a rank-3 Dowling geometry.

By modifying Cayley graphs, Frucht [5, 6] showed that every group is the automorphism group of a graph.
Using this result, Harary, Piff, and Welsh ([7]; see also [11, §17.7]) showed that every group is the automor-
phism group of a graphic matroid, possibly having infinite rank. Mendelsohn used Frucht’s theorem to show
that every group is the automorphism group of an infinite projective plane ([8]; see also [9, 10]). In this note,
we use Dowling geometries ([4]; see also [1]) to give an elementary proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let G be a group. IfG is finite, thenG is the automorphism group of a finite rank-3 geome-
try (simple matroid). IfG is infinite, thenG is the automorphism group of a rank-3 geometry of the same
cardinality.

In the case thatG is infinite, our proof uses the axiom of choice. Most of this paper is self-contained.
A rank-3 geometryM on the point setS can be specified by a collection of subsets ofS calledlinessuch

that every line contains at least two points and any pair of distinct points is contained in a unique line. A line
is said to belong if it contains at least three points. To specify a rank-3 geometryM , it suffices to specify its
long lines. Anautomorphismor collineationof M is a bijection onS sending lines to lines.

We begin the proof of Theorem 1 by constructing two rank-3 geometries. LetG be a group. Therank-3
Dowling geometryQ3(G) is constructed in the following way: Start with a basis of three points,p1, p2, and
p3, called thejoints. On each of the three linespi ∨ pj , i < j, put the pointsaij for a ∈ G so that the points
a12, b23, c13 are collinear wheneverab = c in the groupG. The pointsaij are calledinternal points. The
geometryQ3(G) can be thought of as a geometrical coding of the multiplication table ofG. Lemma 1 shows
that the automorphism group ofQ3(G) contains a subgroup isomorphic toG. (See [2] for a description of the
full automorphism group.)

Lemma 1. LetΦ be an automorphism ofQ3(G) fixing every point on the linep2 ∨ p3. ThenΦ(p1) = p1 and
there exists an elementg ∈ G such that for alla ∈ G,

Φ(a12) = (ga)12 andΦ(a13) = (ga)13.

In particular, the subgroup of the automorphism group ofQ3(G) stabilizingp2 ∨ p3 is isomorphic toG.

Proof. It is easy to check that the lemma holds whenG is the group of order one. Suppose that|G| ≥ 2.

Becausep1 is the unique point not onp2 ∨ p3 that is on exactly two long lines,Φ fixesp1. Hence,Φ sends
an internal point onp1 ∨ p2 to an internal point on the same line. Letg be the group element such that
Φ(e12) = g12, wheree is the identity ofG. Becausee12, a23, anda13 are collinear andΦ(a23) = a23, we have
Φ(a13) = (ga)13. Likewise from the collinearity ofa12, e23, anda13, we conclude thatΦ(a12) = (ga)12. �

The second geometry is a geometry with trivial automorphismgroup. LetS be an initial segment of the
ordinal numbers. The geometryTS is constructed as follows (see Figure 1). Start with three basis pointsp2, p3

andq, and two copies{a : a ∈ S} and{a′ : a ∈ S} of S. Let ℓ = {p2, p3} ∪ {a : a ∈ S}, ℓ′ = {a′ : a ∈ S},
and{q, a, a′} be lines. For eacha ∈ S andb > a, add the pointba on q ∨ b andp3 ∨ a′. Thus the sets
{a′, p3} ∪ {ba : b > a} and{b, q, b′} ∪ {ba : a < b} are lines. The geometryTS is representable over every
sufficiently large field.
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FIGURE 1. The matroidTS whereS = {0, 1, 2, . . .} is an initial segment of the ordinal numbers.

Lemma 2. When|S| ≥ 3, the automorphism group ofTS is trivial.

Proof. Let Φ be an automorphism ofTS . Suppose thatS is infinite. (The argument whenS is finite is similar.)
Observe thatp2 is the only point on exactly one long line, namelyℓ. ThereforeΦ(p2) = p2 andΦ(ℓ) = ℓ.
Furthermore sincep3 andq are the only points on an infinite number of long lines, andp3 ∈ ℓ while q 6∈ ℓ, it
follows thatΦ fixes bothp3 andq.

To see thatΦ fixes ℓ pointwise, consider the setsIa = {b : (q ∨ b) ∩ (p3 ∨ a′) 6= ∅}. By construction,
Ia equals the final segment{b : b ≥ a}. SinceΦ preserves point-line incidences and fixesq andp3, we have
IΦ(a) = Φ(Ia). Hence,Ia ⊆ Ib implies thatIΦ(a) ⊆ IΦ(b). Becausea ≤ b if and only if Ib ⊆ Ia, Φ is an
order-preserving bijection on the pointsa ∈ S on the lineℓ. Since the only order-preserving bijection on a
well-ordered set is the identity, we conclude thatΦ fixes every point onℓ.

Finally note thatΦ(ℓ′) = ℓ′ sinceℓ′ is the only infinite line containing neitherp3 norq. Froma′ = ℓ′∩(q∨a),
it follows thatΦ fixesℓ′ pointwise, and fromba = (q ∨ b) ∩ (p3 ∨ a′), thatΦ fixes every point inTS . �

To finish the proof of Theorem 1, we “glue” the geometriesQ3(G) andTG along the linep2 ∨ p3. More
precisely, well-order the elements of the groupG and construct the geometryTG. Let Q3(G) ∪ TG be the
rank-3 geometry on the union of the point sets ofQ3(G) andTG which has as long lines all the long lines of
Q3(G) andTG.

Lemma 3. LetG be a group of order at least2. The automorphism group ofQ3(G) ∪ TG is isomorphic toG.

Proof. The case|G| = 2 is easy. Suppose|G| ≥ 3. If Φ is an automorphism ofQ3(G)∪TG, then its restriction
to TG is the identity. In particular,Φ fixes every point on the linep2 ∨ p3. Hence,Φ restricted toQ3(G) has
the form given in Lemma1. Conversely, every automorphism ofQ3(G) fixing every point onp2 ∨ p3 can be
extended to an automorphism ofQ3(G) ∪ TG by defining it to be the identity onTG. �

Theorem 1 now follows from Lemma 3. We end with a more technical result.

Proposition 1. Let M be a geometry,ℓ be a modular line, andG be the subgroup of automorphisms ofM

stabilizingℓ. Then there exists a rank-preserving extensionE of M such thatG is the automorphism group of
E.

Sketch of Proof.Let S be an initial segment of the ordinals such that the number of points inM is strictly less
than the cardinal|S|. Choose a line inTS having the same cardinality asℓ and label it bijectively with the
points inℓ. Then the geometryE obtained by truncating the generalized parallel connection (see [3]) ofM and
TS at the lineℓ is a rank-preserving extension ofM with automorphism groupG. �
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